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Abstract

This Financial appraisal note provides additional financial (cost-benefit) analysis of
the three policy options contained in the report prepared by SACO, on 15 October
2012, for the institutional set-up of the European Institute of Peace.

In particular, it aims at specifying the costs of establishment and operation under
three alternative legal forms, viz. that of an Association, a Foundation, and an
International Organisation. It examines possible funding routes, risks and
uncertainties of the various options presented. An overview of existing organisations
that reflect the three legal forms is also presented and cost-benefit conclusions are
drawn which take into account the advantages and disadvantages with respect to
carrying out its key functions.
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Executive Summary

This financial appraisal note is commissioned by the European Added Value Unit, at the
request of the European Parliament's Committee on Foreign Affairs, as a follow-up to the
SACO report “European Institute of Peace: costs, benefits and options” (October, 2012).

The note provides additional financial analysis (costs-benefits) of the three policy options
for the institutional set-up of the European Institute of Peace contained in the report
prepared by SACO.

The financial appraisal note sets out:

1. The functions of the EIP and the organisational options
2. The costs of an EIP under three alternative legal forms
3. Possible funding routes
4. A review of existing institutions for comparison purposes; and
5. Value for money assessment

1. Starting points for the analysis

In determining the costs of establishment and operation, the functions that are envisaged
for the EIP are taken into account. These include: mediation, facilitation and political
dialogue; deployment of mediation experts; research on conflict resolution; evaluation;
and establishing best practices and training.

The EIP can be established as a non-EU body in one of the following three forms: (i) an
Association; (ii) a Foundation; and (iii) an International Organisation.

Three size scenarios are considered for establishing the EIP. The basic scenario for
determining the establishment and operational costs of establishing the EIP is one with a
total staffing of 15 employees, of which 10 are professionals and 5 are support staff.
Alternative scenarios are also presented with 10 and 5 employees. The scenario of 5
employees assumes that the functionality of the EIP will be restricted and will exclude
the deployment of mediation experts and focus on the provision of network portal
services for mediation skills in Europe and beyond.

 Findings on costs

In estimating the costs, a distinction is made between the costs of establishment, which
would be incurred only once, and the annual cost of operations.

During the analysis, it was found that the establishment cost and operational costs are
very similar for the legal forms of a Foundation and an Association. Therefore, the cost
comparison is simplified to an International Organisation versus the Foundation
/Association.
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A summary of the main findings of the cost analysis is presented in Table 1. The Table
presents the costs of establishment and operation for the three size categories (15 staff, 10
staff and 5 staff, respectively) and under each size category a distinction is made between
the costs for an International Organisation and the costs for a Foundation/Association.

Table 1 - Overview of the costing of the policy options in ‘000 Euro

Over a three year period

Basic scenario
(15 staff)

Alternative 1
(10 staff)

Alternative 2
(5 staff,

network option)
IO F/A IO F/A IO F/A

Establishment Costs 502.9 312.9 453.4 263.4 401.4 211.4
Annual Operational Costs,
including activities and
events

2,771.2 3,130.3 1,919.1 2,158.5 1,071.1 1,190.8

Annual Operational Costs,
excluding activities and
events

1,796.2 2,155.3 1,229.1 1,472.2 651.1 778.0

Total financial costs for first
three years of operations

8,815.- 9,604.- 6,211.- 6,739.- 3,618,- 3,784.-

Source: Ecorys, 2013

In the cost estimates, considerable funding is allocated for activities and events, in
particular carrying out mediation missions. Some of this work may be carried out on a
sub-contracting basis. The estimated costs for events and activities are highly uncertain as
little can be said at this stage about the level of activity. The SACO report does not give
many clues in that direction either. Therefore, this component of the budget must be
treated with caution. Other components of the budget are subject to less uncertainty.

2. Funding requirements for a three year horizon

Considering the total establishment and operational costs for a three-year period, the
analysis gives the following financial cost: an EIP set up as an International Organisation,
with 15 staff members, would require € 8.8 million in funding. An EIP set up as a
Foundation or Association would require some € 9.6 million in funding.  If the EIP were
to be established with a smaller staff contingent of 10 staff the funding requirement
would be reduced to € 6.2 million and € 6.7 million respectively. The option of
establishing the EIP based on 5 people would reduce the funding needs to € 3.6 million
and 3.8 million respectively.
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3. Analysis of the strong and weak points of the three institutional options

In terms of effectiveness of the different types of legal forms, the interviews with
representatives of a number of organisations provided relevant information.

An International Organisation is a rather inflexible type of organisation subjected to strict
regulations regarding operational procedures, as well as an inflexible personnel regime
with contracts which are difficult to terminate. Salary levels on a net basis are probably
higher than in the other types of organisations and operations are more bureaucratic. In
addition, the establishment of an International Organisation takes longer than that of a
Foundation or Association. An advantage of an International Organisation is that it can
more easily attract funding from national budgets, especially from non-EU countries.
Foundations and Associations constitute lighter institutional structures. They can be
more independent.  In Belgium, such organisations are subject to normal tax and social
security obligations, which are quite significant and result in relatively high staff costs
particularly at the professional level. However, it is possible to reduce the impact of this
regime by hiring staff, especially at the professional level, on a contract basis. In
comparison to an Association, a Foundation can also attract endowments from private
persons and fund part of its expenses from the revenues generated by an endowment
fund. This is less easy for an Association, as is the experience of Bruegel. On the other
hand, as International Organisations represent governments, they may have less
flexibility in conducting the 1½ track type of activities that are envisaged as the main
functions of an EIP, i.e. mediation involving non-recognized parties in a conflict.

 Findings of the institutional comparison

All three forms have their own characteristics, and from the perspective of a European
Institute of Peace, all three forms have advantages and disadvantages. However, if one
takes the purpose of the EIP into account, then the higher policy flexibility offered by the
governance structure of a Foundation becomes a key issue. For the analysis in this
financial note the purpose of the EIP is understood as: to give the European Union better
access to non-governmental conflict mediation, negotiation and resolution capacity which can be

Conclusions on costs

1. Overall, the financial costs of setting up the European Institute of Peace are
considerable and the funding requirements for full operations over a three
years period with a staff complement of 15 people full time would range from
€ 9.6 million, if the Foundation form were chosen, to €8.8 million for the legal
form of an International Organisation.

2. The cost differences are relatively small and differ by less than 10%.
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aligned with Europe’s ambitions to increase its influence and impact as a force for peace and
conflict resolution in the world.

4. Value for money assessment

A Cost Benefit assessment was carried out, building on the findings of the financial
analysis and the findings of the comparison of the institutional options for establishing
the EIP as a non-EU body. Two main questions were addressed:

 What is the potential of the EIP for value added creation? and
 Is this potential the same for the three institutional options?

The following options were considered relevant in a qualitative approach to comparing
the costs and benefits of the EIP:

1. The base case: The zero option: there is no EIP or substitute.

2. EIP as a new organisation:
2.1 International Organisation
2.2 Foundation
2.3 Association

3. An intermediate solution: e.g. building on what already exists, creating a
network portal for mediation skills in Europe and beyond.

Each of these options were scored according to criteria reflecting the functions to be
performed by the EIP (mediation, rapid deployment, research, training, evaluation and
lessons learnt, and advocacy), as well as criteria reflecting ease of establishment, rights
and privileges, governance, funding, location, legitimacy and operating costs.

Table 2 - Total benefit scores by legal form

NO EIP
(base
case)

Building
on what

exists
Foundation Association IO

Total score with equal weights 0 3 4 3 4

Strong track 1 ½ diplomacy
preference (1)

0 5 16 15 10

Note (1):  the mediation criterion is given a weight of 7 times that of other criteria
Source: Ecorys, 2013

Conclusion on the institutional comparison

The governance structures of a Foundation and possibly also an Association are more
suitable for the track 1 ½ diplomacy track activities envisaged for the European
Institute of Peace, than the governance structure of an International Organisation.
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 Findings of the Value for Money analysis

1. The main finding of the cost-benefit assessment is that the Foundation and
Association forms are better suited to generating the mediation and rapid
deployment functionalities of an EIP than the International Organisation form.  If
these functions are given a high weighting, then the Foundation and Association
would provide the best value for money.

2. The findings on the costs and benefits of establishing EIP as a new organisation
are clear enough to conclude that the value for money is in principle positive and
would be highest for the Foundation and Association variants.

3. For the further choice between a Foundation and Association, the analysis is not
very decisive. However, one can argue that a Foundation would have a less
complex governance system and the executive could thus be more decisive and
that might make the difference in effectiveness and smoothness of track 1 ½
operations.

5. Next Steps: Observations

Options for the best course of action to take from here include a further analysis of the
benefit side of the EIP initiative. In this financial appraisal note, important questions have
been answered on the financial costs and funding requirements and most appropriate
institutional set-up (legal form).

At the same time, the analysis has also highlighted a number of issues that need further
consideration. The benefits of the EIP are postulated, but would need to be verified with
the main stakeholders involved, including the civil society organisations and others
currently engaged in the mediation field in Europe. In addition, the question of
affordability, and especially the dimension of the willingness of stakeholders to fund the
EIP, would need to be clarified further.

There is a need to determine more specifically the merits of establishing the EIP as a
Foundation. It is recommended therefore to carry out a further investigation of the
benefits of establishing the EIP as a Foundation versus other options, in particular the
networking option and that of an Association. This could take the form of consultations
with potential stakeholders, including existing peace negotiation bodies and individual
experts, as well as representatives of states interested in strengthening the EU’s peace
negotiation capacity.

Overall conclusion

Taking the financial and institutional comparisons together and looking at overall
value for money, the Foundation form looks more suitable for European Institute of
Peace purposes than either the Association or International Organisation.
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1. Introduction

This report presents the findings of a financial analysis regarding the establishment and
operation of a European Institute of Peace. The appraisal financial note was
commissioned by the European Parliament from  Ecorys Netherlands. It represents a
follow-up on the SACO report “European Institute of Peace: Costs, Benefits and
Options”.  Further background for the study has been presented in Chapter 2. The
research was carried out by a team composed of: Huib Poot, team leader and Ecorys
Associate Expert, Achim Vogt, Ecorys economist, and Max van der Sleen, Senior Partner
of Ecorys, quality control.

The Terms of Reference (ToR) for this assignment state that the Financial Appraisal
should:

 Provide an overview table reflecting the costing of the policy options in the
SACO report.

 Provide an in-depth financial analysis of the options for setting up the EIP as a
non-EU body.

 Examine existing models of similar nature (Foundation, Association and
International Organisation).

 Provide clear and concise cost-benefit conclusions extracted from the
quantification analysis: with a focus on affordability and achievement of value
for money, allowing quick and easy comparison.

The study aims therefore at specifying the costs of establishment and operation under
three alternative legal forms, i.e. that of an Association, a Foundation, and an
International Organisation. This entails in broad terms the costs of establishment and
operation. In addition, possible funding routes, risks and uncertainties of the various
options have been presented. An overview has been presented of existing organisations
that reflect the three legal forms. Cost-benefit conclusions have also been drawn taking
into account the advantages and disadvantages with respect to carrying out its key
functions.

This note has the following structure:

Chapter 2: presents the background on establishing an EIP.

Chapter 3: elaborates on the functions, organisational structure and staffing of the
proposed EIP.

Chapter 4: presents estimates of the costs of establishment and operations of the EIP
under the three alternative organisational options.

Chapter 5: examines the characteristics of funding for the three organisational options.
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Chapter 6: a review is presented of three existing institutions each representing one of
the legal organisational forms that have been assessed: Foundation,
Association and International Organisation. The three model institutions are:
Clingendael as a Foundation, Bruegel as an Association and the European
Defence Agency as an organisation with similar characteristics of that of an
International Organisation.

Chapter 7: presents an assessment of costs versus benefits, with a focus on the
achievement of value for money and affordability.

Furthermore, in Appendix 1 the approach applied in conducting the study
has been set out; and in Appendices 2 and 3 further details are presented of
the cost estimates.
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2. Background

The idea that the European Union (EU) should create an institute for peace, in order to
become more active and experienced in peace mediation, is attributed to Former Finnish
President Martti Ahtisaari. In 2009, Carl Bildt, Foreign Minister of Sweden, referred to the
US Institute for Peace as a promising partner for exchanging expertise, approaches and
practices in classic and modern diplomacy.  In the autumn of 2010, he and the Foreign
Minister of Finland, Alexander Stubb, jointly proposed the EIP as an initiative to
strengthen EU peacekeeping capacities. More specifically, the goal and underlying vision
was to create an independent body with a focus on non-traditional diplomacy tools such
as peace mediation and conflict resolution. The guiding principles for the establishment
of an EIP were identified in the preparatory report from the European Commission, DG
External Policies (April 2010).  In the framework of its 2012 budget appropriations, the
European Parliament requested the European External Action Service (EEAS) to
undertake a cost-benefit analysis of an EIP. Amongst other things the EP requested that:
“The EIP’s objectives should be based on the EU’s fundamental values and objectives as defined be
the treaties, in particular in Articles 3 and 21 TEU, and – without prejudging the results of the
feasibility study – could include: preventing and resolving violent conflicts; promoting post-
conflict stability; and developing EU capacities in conflict preventions, crisis management and
peace-building.”

In 2012, the Finnish and Swedish Ministries of Foreign Affairs tasked “mediatEUr”, the
European Forum for International Mediation and Dialogue, to design and facilitate EU-
wide processes of consultation, networking and analysis and to compile an overview of
the design options. Within the context of possible design options, the European
Parliament adopted the following paragraph:

“considers the proposal for an autonomous or semi-autonomous European Institute of Peace with
close links to the EU, and which could contribute to the strengthening conflict prevention and
mediation capacities in Europe, a very promising idea; calls for such an institute to be based on a
clearly defined mandate which avoids duplication of existing governmental and intergovernmental
organisations and which focuses on informal mediation diplomacy and knowledge transfer among
and between EU and independent mediation actors; looks forward to the result of the pilot project
on an European Institute of Peace launched this year; expects to be fully involved in the
discussions leading to the possible creations of such an institute”.

In the light of these activities and the paragraph adopted by the European Parliament the
SACO report was prepared. Among other things, the SACO report establishes the
relationship of a potential EIP with other EU institutions active in related or similar
fields. These include the European External Action Service (EEAS), the Development
Cooperation Directorate General (DEVCO), the EU-Delegations, European Security and
Defence College (ESDC), the European Institute of Security Studies (EU-ISS), and EU
Special Representatives (EUSR). It elaborates on the status quo of mediation capacities of
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these organisations. This is done by outlining a portfolio of possible capacities and
functions supporting the EU peace mediation aspirations envisaged by the EEAS. It finds
that there are indeed gaps within the current setting concerning the “[…] engagement with
proscribed actors, rapid expert deployment for mediation support, targeted thematic process
expertise provided at short notice in support of EEAS staff, learning lessons from some mediation
engagements, and convening and advocacy at a high-level forum”.

Possible organisational setups for an EIP were assessed against seven criteria: added
value, establishment, rights and privileges, governance arrangements, funding,
legitimacy and Brussels location. It was found that three organisational forms are
feasible: International Organisation, Association and Foundation. The option of creating a
new EU legal body was rejected due to the on-going financial recession and the
characteristics of the functions an EIP would have to perform.

With reference to the SACO report, the Committee on Foreign Affairs considered that “a
further study needs to be requested […]specifically providing financial costing and analysis of the
various policy options in the report”. On that basis, the Technical Specifications for the
financial appraisal note were drawn up in December 2012. Ecorys was awarded the
contract at the end of January 2013. The final report was prepared and submitted on 8
March 2013.
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3. The proposed European Institute of Peace

3.1. Functions and organisational options

The purpose of establishing a European Institute of Peace (EIP) would be to give the
European Union better access to non-governmental conflict mediation, negotiation and
resolution capacity, which could be aligned with Europe’s ambitions to increase its
influence and impact as a force for peace and conflict resolution in the world.

Following the Technical Specifications for this study, we assume that the EIP will be
responsible for the following functions:

 Mediation, facilitation and political dialogue
 Deployment of mediation experts
 Research on conflict resolution and
 Evaluation and establishing best practices
 Training

A number of organisational options for an EIP have been identified. These include:

a) International Organisation
b) Foundation
c) Association

The key characteristics of each of these legal forms are summarised below:

An International Association: Belgian law recognises an International Non-Profit
Organisation as an “Internationale Vereniging Zonder Winstoogmerk (IVZW)”, or
'Association Internationale Sans But Lucrative' (AISBL). It reflects the determination of a
group of physical or legal persons to work jointly toward a common goal. It implies a
higher degree of direct involvement of its members in its daily activities and involves the
payment of a yearly membership fee, which may differ according to types of members,
i.e. corporate members, institutional members, NGOs, etc., but is a set amount. The
Association’s highest governing body is a General Assembly, in which all members are
represented but may have different voting rights depending on their level of
contribution. The setting up of an AISBL requires statutes and approval by Royal
Decision. An official deed needs to be prepared. The notary costs for preparing this act
range from EUR 1,200 to 1,700.

A Foundation: represents a commitment from one or from a group of legal or physical
persons to earmark a set of financial, physical or legal resources for a general interest
purpose. It implies no direct commitment of its founding members themselves to work
towards that purpose, and each member is a priori free to decide on the level of their
initial or subsequent contributions. It responds to a Board of Governors (minimum of 3),
the composition of which can include the founding members, as well as co-opted
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members. To establish a Foundation an official deed is required. Its costs amount to
approximately EUR 1,700. Statutes are also required.

A comparison between the legal forms of a Foundation and an Association under Belgian
law is presented below.

Foundation Association (AISBL)

Legal personality
Yes, established by notary act. Yes, established by notary act.

Financial reporting
Obliged to produce annual
financial statements.

Obliged to produce annual
financial statements.

Purpose
A means to realise a public
benefit by means of funding.

To realise a public benefit by
cooperation between members.

Statutes

Statutes required (details of the
founders, name, purpose,
address, appointment
procedures of daily
management, procedures to
change the statutes, conflict
resolution procedures);
Registration of the foundation
at the “Rechtbank van
Koophandel” of the region
where the foundation will have
its seat.

Statutes required (name,
purpose, conditions for
membership, rights and
obligations of members, the
responsibilities of the assembly
and the management board,
including appointment
procedures, procedures for
changes in statutes). To be
approved by Royal Decree.
Registration of the foundation
at the “Rechtbank van
Koophandel” of the region
where the association will have
its seat.

Members No Yes

General assembly
No Yes

Board

Management board appointed
by the overall board
representing the contributors
(members); the appointment of
the board is determined in the
statutes. The board is not
afterwards responsible to the
members.

Appointed by members, is
responsible afterwards to
members.

Financing

Voluntary donations, however
a regime of annual donations
can be introduced; Also ad-hoc
contributions can be made. A
foundation can manage
endowment funds.

Fixed contributions.

General remark
A foundation can act more
decisively.

An association is more
democratic than a foundation.
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An International organisation: The establishment of an International Organisation is
usually considered cumbersome, because of the higher legal commitment implied
(respect of international law and in particular the Vienna Convention on diplomatic
relations). An International Organisation has a higher status and visibility, access to EU
senior decision-makers, conflict parties and international forums alike (for example, it
could have an IO observer status at the UN).

3.2. Staffing and organisational structure

An important determinant of the costs of an organisation is its staff and structure. A
number of alternatives in terms of the size of the institute are examined. Of course, the
size of the institute has a direct bearing on what it can do. However, there are also
options for a smaller institution to enhance its capacity by relying on networking,
contracting mediators and researchers to undertake specific assignments. The SACO
report gives little guidance on the expected workload of the EIP.

In the analysis of costs, the basic scenario regarding the size of the institute is based on
the recommendations in the SACO report, which proposes that the EIP would have a
staff complement of 15, including 10 professionals and 5 support staff. Alternative set-
ups with a staff complement of 10 and 5 employees have also been assessed. The staff
break-down according to area of specialisation of this basic scenario and the two
alternatives are presented in Table 3.

Source: Ecorys, 2013

It is assumed that all staff will have mediation skills and be available for mediation
missions. It is envisaged furthermore that an Executive Board of Directors will be
appointed. The composition and functions of these Boards may differ between the three
legal forms of International Organisation, Foundation and Association depending on the
requirements under Belgian Law. It is also assumed that the Board will be supported by
an Advisory Board of international experts.

Table 3 - Options for staffing of the EIP

Type of staff Basic scenario Alternative 1 Alternative 2

CEO/Director 1 1 1

Mediation experts/managers 5 3 1

Research and data base
development

2 1 1

Organisation of trainings 2 2

Secretaries/administrative
staff/receptionist/PAs

5 3 2

Total 15 10 5
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4. Costs of Establishment and Operation of the EIP

Tables 3 and 4 present estimates of, respectively, the initial costs of establishment and the
annual operational costs for the proposed European Institute of Peace. These costs are
presented for two alternative main organisational forms, that of an International
Organisation and of a Foundation/Association. During the research, it was found that
there are no significant differences in the costs of establishing and operating an
Association or a Foundation. Therefore, the cost structures of these two legal forms have
been combined.  It was assumed that the institute would be based in Brussels and that it
will employ 15 staff, (10 professionals and 5 support staff). Estimates for the
establishment and operational costs for an institute of 10 and 5 employees have also been
made.

4.1. Methodology

The information on costs was obtained from a variety of sources. Annual reports were
obtained from a number of model institutions established under different legal
modalities (International Organisation, Foundation and Association). Extended telephone
interviews were conducted with a number of representatives of these institutions. More
specifically, use was made of information provided by the European Defence Agency.
Several telephone interviews were conducted with the Head of Unit of Finance, Mr.
Konstantinos Gouros. He provided the 2011 Financial Report and explained various key
cost items such as staff costs, office accommodation  costs and costs related to IT. Another
important source was the EU-LAC Foundation. We had a number of telephone
interviews with Dr. Bettina Trueb, who explained their staff cost structure and the
ongoing process of converting the Foundation into an International Organisation. We
also had a telephone interview with Mr. Matt Dann, Secretary General of Bruegel, who
also provided information on costs. We discussed with him also the advantages and
disadvantages of his particular type of organisation that of an International Association
established under Belgian law. An interview was further conducted with the Financial
Director of Clingendael, Mr. Kosters. Another telephone interview was conducted with
Mr. Antonio Misirole, general director of the European Institute of Security Studies.
Furthermore, for benchmarking detailed information on operating costs were used from
Ecorys Netherlands and the Ecorys office in Brussels.  Finally, sources on the internet
were consulted on costs of operation and tax treatment of organisations based in
Belgium. The information obtained from these sources were used to estimated unit costs
for staff, building costs and other cost items per staff member or other relevant units.

4.2. Costs of Establishment

An overview of estimates of the costs of establishment is presented in Table 4. A more
detailed cost-split is presented in Appendices II and III. In the sub-sections below, we
explain the estimation of the legal costs and that of other establishment costs.
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Table 4 - Costs of establishment of EIP

Basic scenario (15
staff)

Alternative 1 (10
staff)

Alternative 2 (5
staff, network

option)
IO F/A IO F/A IO F/A

Legal costs (person months) 240,000 50,000 240,000 50,000 240,000 50,000
Fitting out premises
(partitioning, etc.)

56,250 56,250 37,500 37,500 18,750

Recruitment of CEO/Director 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000
Recruitment of staff 14,000 14,000 9,000 9,000 4,000 4,000
IT system 55,400 55,400 49,150 49,150 40,400 40,400
Furniture 44,750 44,750 37,750 37,750 30,750 30,750
Other office establishment
costs

25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000

Office supplies 37,500 37,500 25,000 25,000 12,500 12,500
Total establishment costs 502,900 312,900 453,400 263,400 401,400 211,400

Source: Ecorys, 2013

4.2.1. Legal procedures and costs

A main cost item for establishing an International Organisation are the legal costs involved
in drawing up and agreeing on its statutes and operational procedures (financial,
personnel, procurement, privileges). For example, for establishing the European Defence
Agency, an agency established under the European Council located in Brussels, it was
estimated that 3-4 high-level staff worked for about 4-5 months in developing an Action
Framework, approved in 2004, and in preparing the Council Regulations, approved in
2011. It has been assumed here that a total of 12 man-months would need to be spent in
developing the legal framework and the operational procedures for the EIP as an
International Organisation at a cost of EUR 20,000 per month.

The legal procedures for a Foundation and an Association are less elaborate. There are a
number of Foundations, which have been used as examples. They include the EU-LAC
Foundation, which was recently established and located in Hamburg, Germany. The legal
preparatory work for registering this Foundation with the local authorities in Hamburg was
done by the German Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs. No estimates could be obtained on
the time involved and the costs for this process. Presently this Foundation is being converted
into an International Organisation. The drawing up of the statutes is done by committees
composed of representatives of member states, which also bear the costs. Another example of
a Foundation is the Clingendael Institute, established in The Hague. For this institution too,
no information could be provided on the legal costs of establishment.

An example of an Association is the Bruegel Institute, established in 2004, which is
operating as an International Association (AISBL) under Belgian law. Its members
include European States, as well as large corporations and institutions.
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We have estimated the costs of establishing a Foundation/Association at EUR 50,000,
including the costs of drawing up and agreeing on statutes by lawyers, the costs of the
notary and registration costs.

4.2.2. Other establishment costs

The other main cost items involved in establishing the EIP are largely similar for the
different organisational forms. They include the costs of customising office space,
acquiring IT systems and equipment, furniture and stocks of supplies. To estimate the
cost of customising office space we have used a quote per m2 of basic office modelling of
EUR 150 per m2. To estimate the cost of IT systems and equipment, a list of equipment
that would be would be needed with the associated costs has been prepared (presented in
Annex 2). Similarly, we have estimated the costs of furniture based on the costs of main
individual items (also in Annex 2). Furthermore, we have included the costs of
recruitment of the CEO using a head-hunting agency, which typically charge three
months of salary. Recruitment costs of the remaining staff are estimated at EUR 1,000 per
person. An estimate has further been included to build up a stock of office supplies.

4.3. Operational Costs

An overview of estimates of the main operational costs is presented in Table 5. A more
detailed cost-split is presented in Appendix II.

4.3.1. Staff costs

The main cost item for an institute is that of staff costs, including salaries and various
social security obligations. There is a considerable difference in the type of salary
obligations under the two forms of organisation. Staffs of International Organisations are
entitled to tax and social security exemptions, which potentially reduces the gross costs of
salaries substantially.  This is especially the case in Belgium, which has a high income tax
burden reaching 50 per cent at a salary level of EUR 30,000. In addition, social security
obligations are high: 13.1 per cent of gross salary for the employee and 33 per cent for the
organisation. In the case of the European Defence Agency the average salary of contract
staff, including 68 professionals and 17 support staff amounts to EUR 106,000 per year.
Furthermore, because many of the employees of an International Organisation are
expatriates, various allowances are paid including a living allowance, allowances for
dependents, education allowances etc. In the case of the EDA, allowances amount to 27.5
per cent of the basic salaries. Additionally, it pays social security protection contributions
of 28 per cent of salaries (for sickness, accidents, unemployment and pension), as well as
5 per cent of other allowances.  Employees of EDA pay from their salaries about 12 per
cent to the organisation for their share in the costs of social security protection.

The EU-LAC Foundation is currently recruiting new professional staff with a budget for
gross salaries per professional of EUR 8,500 per month, or EUR 102,000 per year. Once
converted to an International Organisation they expect that these gross costs will be
reduced by 20-30 per cent because of tax exemptions for the employees.
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In the case of Bruegel, the average gross salary for staff employed on a regular basis
amounts to EUR 72,000, out of which employees pay 40 per cent for taxes and social
security. The organisation pays 27 per cent of the gross salary for various social security
charges. Especially for high-level staff the income tax burden is high. Bruegel prefers
therefore to employ high-level professional staff on a contract basis.

As regards the Foundation/Association we have assumed an average salary, including
tax and social insurance to be paid by employees of EUR 90,000, composed of an average
gross salary for 10 professionals of EUR 102,000 (EUR 8,500 per month) and for the 5
support staff the salary is assumed to amount to 60 per cent of the salary of a
professional. For an International Organisation we have assumed that the gross salary
will be 20 per cent lower at EUR 72,000 per year. In addition, we have assumed that in the
case of a Foundation/Association social security contributions amount to 33 per cent of
gross salaries. For an International Organisation it is assumed that social protection
charges for the organisation amount to 28 per cent of the basic salary and that allowances
amount to 5 per cent of gross salaries.

4.3.2. Other expenses

Other expenses include costs related to the building (rental, cleaning, utilities, security
and insurances), IT and furniture (photocopiers, telecommunications, furniture and their
maintenance) and a range of other cost items as specified in Appendix 2.

It is assumed that office space will be rented and that the size of the office space will
depend on the number of staff. It is assumed that space per staff member will amount to
25 m2. The rental charge is based on the current cost of office space in a representative
location in Brussels of about EUR 250 per m2.

Information was obtained that the cost of office rental would amount to 60 per cent of the
total costs of an office. Another 20 per cent would need to be budgeted for maintenance
and cleaning, 7.5 per cent for security and 2.5 per cent for insurances. These percentages
have been applied here.

The estimates of the recurrent costs of IT and furniture are based on available information
from several organisations operating in Brussels. An important IT cost is the lease of
multi-functional printers, of which it is assumed that two are necessary for the basic
scenario.  Cost estimates for other items are based on an average cost per staff member.
Estimates are further presented for the costs of board meetings, translation services and
various other office-related expenses. It is assumed that the office will lease one car.

Finally, a depreciation charge of 15 per cent is applied to the investment costs in IT
equipment and furniture.

4.3.3. Events and activities

Under this heading, we have estimated costs related to events and activities organised
and implemented by the institute, including in particular mediation missions and
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trainings, as well as the contracting of consultants and external researchers. It is assumed
that the staff of the EIP will implement most of the mediation assignments. In the basic
scenario, it is assumed that on average each staff member will spend 40 per cent of
his/her time on mission and that each staff member will go on five missions per year.
Furthermore, it assumed that 6 trainings will be organised each year. It is further
assumed that the per diem including risk bonus will be EUR 250 per day. Also funding has
been allocated to engaging external mediators, trainers and researchers. This will be done
to a larger extent under the smaller operations. In particular, under alternative 2, a
considerable part of the work will be done by contracted experts. This option would
therefore coincide with a networking type of organisation. It is assumed that these costs
will be similar for both types of organisations (International Organisation and
Foundation/Association). This cost component is, however, difficult to predict, as it will
depend on the level of activity the institute will develop. The SACO report gives little
guidance on this aspect of EIP operations.
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Source: Ecorys, 2013

1 During the research it was found that there are no significant differences in the costs of establishing and operating an Association or a Foundation. Therefore,
the cost structures of these two forms have been combined

Table 5 - Overview Table Operational Costs1

Basis Scenario (15 staff) Alternative 1 (10 staff) Alternative 2 (5 staff, network option)

Cost Item IO Foundation/
Association

IO Foundation/
Association

IO Foundation/
Association

Totals % Totals % Totals % Totals % Totals % Totals %
Employee expenses 1,436,400 51.8 1,795,500 57.4 957,600 49.9 1,197,000 55.4 478,800 44.7 598,500 50.3
Building costs 156,250 5.6 156,250 5.0 104,167 5.4 104,167 4.8 52,083 4.9 52,083 4.4
IT  and furniture 47,500 1.7 47,500 1.5 37,000 1.9 37,000 1.7 18,500 1.7 18,500 1.6
Other costs 156,023 5.6 156,023 5.0 130,285 6.8 134,035 6.0 101,672 9.5 118,045 8.5
Events and
activities

975,000 35.2 975,000 31.1 690,000 36.0 690,000 32.0 420,000 39.2 420,000 35.3

Total 2,396,173 100.0 2,755,273 100.0 1,919,052 100.0 2,158,452 100.0 1,071,056 100.0 1,190,756 100.0

Total without
events and activities

1,796,173 2,155,273 1,229,052 1,468,452 651,056 770,756
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4.3.4. Concluding remarks on the costs of establishment and operation

The costs of establishment and operation have been summarised in Table 6.

Costs of establishment

It is estimated that the cost of establishing an International Organisation amounts to EUR
502,900. The costs for a Foundation/Association have been estimated at EUR 312,900, just
over half the amount of establishing an International Organisation. The difference
between the two estimates is entirely due to the higher legal costs of establishing an
International Organisation. An additional cost advantage for International Organisations
under Belgian tax law is that they can have access to VAT exemption on goods and
services acquired. For Foundations and Associations, that is not the case if they do not
engage in economic activities, i.e. the sale of services. VAT in Belgium amounts to 21 per
cent. Therefore, exemption of VAT could reduce the costs of acquiring equipment and
services by 17.4 per cent.

The costs of establishment are not very sensitive to the size of the organisation. Smaller
organisations will have slightly lower IT equipment, furniture and staff recruitment
related costs, as the relevant tables in Appendix II demonstrate.

Costs of Operation

The operational costs as estimated here amount to EUR 3.1 million in the case of a
Foundation/Association and EUR 2.8 million in the case of an International Organisation.
This difference is entirely due to the difference in salaries due to tax and social security
concessions for staff in the case of an International Organisation. Over time, it is expected
that operational costs will broadly increase at the rate of inflation. However, the intensity
of activities will also have a bearing on costs, particularly on the cost component related
to events and activities. Net of events and activities, the operational costs of the EIP
would be EUR 1.9 million for an International Organisation and EUR 2.2 million for a
Foundation/Association.

At lower levels of staff, the costs of operation can be reduced significantly. With a staff
complement of 10, operational costs amount to EUR 1.9 million for an International
Organisation and EUR 2.2 million for a Foundation/Association (net of events and
activities EUR 1.2 million and EUR 1.5 million respectively). With a total staff
complement of 5 the operational costs amount to EUR 1.1 million in case of an
International Organisation and EUR 1.2 million in case of a Foundation/Association (net
of events and activities EUR 651,000 and EUR 778,000 respectively).
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Table 6 - Summary of Cost Analysis (in Euro)

Basic scenario (15 staff) Alternative 1 (10 staff)
Alternative 2 (5 staff,
networking option)

International
Organisation

Foundation/
Association

International
Organisation

Foundation/
Association

International
Organisation

Foundation/
Association

Establishment
Costs

502,900 312,900 453,400 263,400 401,400 211,400

Annual
Operational
Costs,
including
activities and
events

2,771,173 3,130,273 1,919,052 2,158,452 1,071,056 1,190,756

Annual
Operational
Costs,
excluding
activities and
events

1,796,173 2,155,273 1,229,052 1,472,202 651,056 778,256

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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5. Funding

The following are the main characteristics of the funding of the three types of
organisation, based on examples of similar existing organisations.

5.1. International organisations

For International Organisations the costs of operation are usually fully covered by the
contributions of member states. Often these contributions are based on the size of GNP of
the member states. An example is the European Defence Agency, but also various UN
organisations, and NATO.  For an International Organisation, it is easier to attract
funding from national budgets than for other forms of organisation, as national budget
procedures can prohibit contributions to Foundations or Associations registered under
the jurisdiction of other countries. This is one of the reasons EU-LAC Foundation has
decided to convert into an International Organisation. Several LAC countries cannot
make contributions from their national budgets to the EU-LAC Foundation, because of its
present legal status.

5.2. Foundations

Foundations usually obtain part or all of their funding from a subsidy. For example,
Clingendael obtains a basic subsidy from the Government of the Netherlands. In
addition, it generates revenue from research, training and advisory activities for different
clients. The EU-LAC Foundation has obtained a grant from the EU for its operations
during the start-up period, but will obtain contributions from all of its 61 member
countries once it has been converted into an International Organisation.

The Anna Lindh Foundation, based in Alexandria, Egypt, obtains contributions from the
43 countries that are members of the Union of the Mediterranean and from the EU. For
the period 2008-2011, member countries contributed EUR 5.7 million and the EU
contributed EUR 7 million.

An advantage of a Foundation is that it can attract endowments from private contributors
and operate an endowment fund from which part of the operational costs can be covered.
Bruegel is planning to establish a Foundation for this purpose.

5.3. Associations

Bruegel is an example of an Association. Its members include state members, corporate
members (banks and large international companies), and institutional members
(international financial institutions). They generate the bulk of the funding,
approximately EUR 3 million in 2011. However, also a substantial income (EUR 0.9
million in 2011) is raised from contracted research activities.

Both Associations and Foundations have the advantage of being more independent in
presenting policy views than an International Organisation.
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Both Foundations and Associations can have non-state members/contributors, including
corporations (e.g. the arms industry in the case of the EIP) and private persons. In an
Association, they will be subject to an annual prescribed membership fee agreed by the
general assembly. In the case of a Foundation, also ad-hoc contributions/donations are
possible.

With respect to Foundations, there are differences in the tax treatment of cross-border
donations between countries within the EU. For this reason Bruegel preferred to establish
a Foundation in the Netherlands for attracting donations into an endowment fund. The
revenues from this fund will assist Bruegel in the financing of some of its operational
activities. Luxemburg may offer similar advantages. However, a more in-depth analysis
would be required to assess the comparative advantages between countries of
establishing a Foundation. Such an analysis falls outside the scope of this Note.

The options for funding for the different types of organisation are summarised in Table 7.

Table 7 - Summary of funding options

Founding Option International
Organisation

Foundation Association

Membership
Contributions

√ X √

Subsidies X √ √

Donations √ √ X

Contracted Work √ √ √

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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6. Model institutions

The experiences of existing institutions operating under different legal frameworks can
provide important lessons for the establishing of an EIP and the choice of its legal form.
In this Chapter we have provided information on three international bodies operating
under different legal modalities. They include Clingendael, as an example of a
Foundation, Bruegel, as an example of an International Association established under
Belgian law and the European Defence Agency, which has many of the characteristics of
an International Organisation. Observations have also been added on the EU-LAC
Foundation, which is in the process of being converted into an International
Organisation. The findings with respect to the experiences of these model institutions
have also been used as an input in the Value for Money analysis presented in Chapter 7.

6.1. Clingendael, as a Foundation

Purpose

The Netherlands Institute of International Relations “Clingendael” is a think tank as well
as a diplomatic academy which specializes in international affairs. Its aim is to analyse
political and social affairs for the benefit of government bodies, NGOs, the media and the
public at large. Set up as a Foundation its goal is to be an independent and autonomous
organisation that is not influenced by political parties, denominational groups, or
ideological movements. It acts in an advisory capacity to the Dutch government,
parliament and public organisations.

Activities

Clingendael’s structure gives an indication of the activities performed. In broad terms,
there are two divisions: Clingendael Research and Clingendael Academy. These have
been established in a restructuring of the institute carried out in 2012. The Academy
organizes courses and training programmes suitable for international target groups in the
following areas: Europe and European Union, international security and crisis
management, and international negotiations. Target groups for Clingendael are typically
foreign diplomats, Dutch civil servants and professionals, and post-graduate students. In
addition, special training courses are designed for capacity building of, for example,
foreign diplomatic academies. Moreover, the Academy organizes an MA in International
Relations and Diplomacy in cooperation with Leiden University. On the other hand,
Clingendael Research provides the knowledge base for the organisation. Its researchers
analyse Europe, security and conflict issues, diplomacy and the changing geopolitical
landscape. These research areas are also reflected by the topical units or programmes
within Clingendael: Diplomatic Studies Programme, European Studies Programme,
Security and Conflict Programme, Conflict Research Unit, and the International Energy
Programme. Results are indirectly disseminated via the Academy. In addition,
Clingendael organizes conferences and seminars, publishes the International Spectator, a
monthly journal on international politics, and an English-language newsletter. One of the
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landmark projects of Clingendael is the co-foundation of the International Centre for
Counter-Terrorism (ICCT) in The Hague, which now develops strategies, approaches,
and policies to prevent violent radicalization.

Staffing

Clingendael is staffed with 60 employees, representing 57.2 ftes (full-time equivalent
staff). In 2011, 26 internships were offered additionally. In general, Clingendael follows a
human resource strategy that encourages its employees to enhance the media coverage of
Clingendael by engaging and leading public debates on issues in Clingendael’s core
expertise areas. Overall, staff costs amounted to EUR 4.4 million in 2011, which account
for 46% of total costs.

The highest governing body of the organisation is the Board of Governors. In addition, a
separate Boards Foundation Funds as well as an Advisory Board for Training and
Research have been established. The management unit of Clingendael is composed of the
general director and a director of each unit: Academy, Research, and Corporate Staff.

Funding

The main source of financing its activities is through project revenues. These amounted to
EUR 8.2 million in 2011. In addition, Clingendael receives EUR 1 million subsidies from
the Dutch government. This adds up to a total budget of EUR 9.2 million in 2011.
However, it is expected that the austerity measures of the new Dutch government will
result in less income in the form of subsidies in the coming years. Currently, alternative
sources of funding are under review.

6.2. Bruegel, as an International Association

Purpose

Bruegel is a Brussels-based European think tank specializing in economics. Its goal is to
contribute to international debates on economic, financial and trade policy, thereby
strengthening Europe’s capacity for analysis and initiating proposals. Endorsed by
France and Germany in 2002, it was then established in 2004 and takes the form of a Non-
Profit International Association under Belgian law (AISBL). As such it is governed by
statutes and bylaws.

Activities

Bruegel’s main research areas are European macroeconomics, global economics, finance
and financial regulation, competition, innovation and sustainable growth, and firms and
competitiveness. The research output is disseminated via publications as well as events
such as debates and conferences. Furthermore, Bruegel publishes databases such as the
EFIGE database containing data about the international activities of European firms.
These activities are partially funded on a project basis. Participation in such projects is
mainly determined by the extent to which proposed projects fit into the research agenda
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of Bruegel. Organisations that provided funding and grants for such projects in 2011
were, among others, the European Commission, the International Monetary Fund, the
Asian Development Bank, and the European Parliament. Moreover, private organisation
such as the German Marshall Fund or the Peterson Institute provided funds for Bruegel
projects. In 2011, project-based funding accounted for 23% of Bruegel's total funding.
Other activities of Bruegel include a blog and a video library with interviews of
prominent speakers, which they both host on their website.

Staffing

Currently, 19 to 20 full-time-equivalent (fte) staff are working at Bruegel. In addition
Bruegel employs staff on a contract basis, mainly professionals who can be (non)-resident
and visiting scholars, research assistants, and affiliate fellows. Given the nature of
Bruegel’s activities, they also employ staff to maintain member relations, initiate and
administer research partnerships, and organize communication and events. Overall, the
strategy is to have a wide array of expertise without being exposed to the high costs of
taxes and social security.

Organisational Structure

The highest governing body of Bruegel is the General Assembly. This is composed of
Senior Contact Persons, who are appointed by the members, which could be either State,
Corporate, or Institutional members. The main tasks of the General Assembly include the
election of representatives to the Board, approval of the year’s budget, and the
appointment of the external auditor. In order to ensure Bruegel’s impartiality, the
General Assembly should have an appropriate balance between the different kinds of
members. The latest evaluation report states that, with a share of 55%, state subscriptions
are over-represented, whereas there is an under-representation of corporate
subscriptions, taking only 27%.

The General Administration Body is the Board. Its major decision powers concern the
recruitment of senior staff, the determination of the research programme, the preparation
of the annual budget, establishing long-term cooperation agreements with other
institutions, and monitoring of the organisation’s activities. It consists of 11 members,
who are distinguished figures in government, business, civil society, academia and
media. The current Board is chaired by Jean-Claude Trichet. Advice on the research
agenda is given by the Scientific Council, appointed by the Board on a three-year-basis
and consists of eight internationally leading economists. Finally, the Board also appoints
the Director, who represents the executive management. He is responsible, among other
tasks, for reporting on the Association’s activities to the Board and preparing annual
accounts.

Funding

As already indicated above, Bruegel is partially financed on a project basis. However, the
majority of funding is generated via subscription fees of members. The amount per year
is EUR 50,000 for corporate and institutional members. However, for state members
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subscription fees are determined by GDP and population. On the basis of these figures
member states are assigned to five categories that determine their subscription fee. These
range from EUR 31,604 for category 1 up to EUR 189,624 for category 5. In 2011, the
revenue generated from subscription fees amounted to EUR 3,047,823. Additionally,
project-based funding, honoraria, foundation grants, sales of publications, and financial
and other income generated EUR 900,466.58. The total budget of Bruegel in 2011
amounted to EUR 3,948,290. Against this, Bruegel faced expenses of EUR 3,717,723.11 of
which ca. 70% were staff costs and 30% other operating expenses. Surpluses/losses are
added to/subtracted from the Association’s reserves.

6.3. European Defence Agency, with the characteristics of an
International Organisation

The European Defence Agency is not formally an International Organisation. However, it
has many of the characteristics of an International Organisation in terms of its tax status
and its location in Brussels.  Another reason for including it here is that very good
information was made available on its cost structure and because it has recently been
established. Other International Organisations that have their headquarters in Brussels
include: NATO, the World Customs Organisation, the Benelux General Secretariat, and
Eurocontrol. Furthermore, there are offices of International Organisations that have their
headquarters elsewhere, mainly UN type institutions.

Purpose

Established in 2004, the European Defence Agency (EDA) supports EU member states in
shaping, developing, and improving their defence capabilities under the European
Defence Policy framework. The goal is to meet tomorrow’s challenges with innovative
ways of pooling European efforts and resources. As an Agency of the European Union,
the EDA falls directly under the direction and authority of the Council.

Activities

Activities of the EDA are guided by four broad strategies: improving capabilities via the
Capability Development Plan (CDP), strengthening European Defence Research and
Technology (EDRT), promoting European Armaments Cooperation (EAC), and
supporting the European Defence Technological and Industrial Base (EDTIB). Projects
under the CDP aim at developing capability requirements that can be met through
collaborative projects and programmes. These are for example the Third Party Logistics
Support Platform, the Counter-IED laboratory, or the European Satellite Communication
Procurement Cell. On the other hand, the Common Security Defence Policy (CSDP)
involves cooperation among member states in armaments. Projects within the EAC
strategy aim at the effective and efficient use of resources. An example is the Military Air
Worthiness programme. Under this programme, aircraft maintenance and certification
are harmonized, resulting in time- and cost-reduction in the certification process and
possibly enabling the pooling of multinational maintenance and operation of aircraft.
The EDRT strategy defines the “Ends”, “Means”, and “Ways” for enhanced, effective
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research and technology capabilities. Being in line with the Framework Programme 7,
EDRT projects address challenges, strategies and solutions that secure and improve
access to key enabling technologies. The Force Protection and Innovative Concepts and
Emerging Technologies Programme seek to achieve these goals by supporting the
creation of networks between the defence industry, research establishments and
academia. Lastly, the EDTIB aims at an integrative European defence industry.
Duplication of efforts should be avoided and innovative forces activated through an
enhanced role of SMEs in this sector. This entails more specialization and consequently
more interdependence in the market. Furthermore, from the government side
investments and demand should be consolidated.

Staffing

The four EDA strategies are reflected in the departmental structure of the organisation,
where each strategy is assigned to a separate directorate. In addition to these four
departments, the EDA is composed of three further departments: Corporate Services
Directorate, Media & Communications Unit, and the Policy & Planning Unit. Overall, the
EDA is staffed with 126 employees. These are divided into temporary staff, contract staff,
seconded national experts, and trainees. As the EDA is an EU institution, salary scales
conform with those of other EU bodies. Staffing costs amounted to EUR 17 million in
2011, which represent ca. 57% of the overall budget.

Organisational Structure

Responsibilities, tasks, and powers of the main organs of the EDA are laid down in
Council Decision 2004/551/CFSP. The Steering Board, consisting of the 26 Ministers of
Defence of the participating countries and chaired by Catherine Ashton, is the highest
organ of the organisation. Among its tasks and responsibilities are the approval of
reports to be submitted to the Council, the appointment of the Chief Executive and
his/her deputy, and a possible amendment of the financial provisions for the
implementation of the Agency’s general budget. Voting weights of each participating
member state are contained in Article 23(2) TEU. The Chief Executive and his/her
Deputy are proposed by the Head of Agency and, if elected, remain in office for a period
of three years. The Chief Executive ensures the implementation of the annual work
programme, prepares a draft of the annual general budget for the Steering Board, and is
responsible for the day-to-day administration of the EDA, and all staff matters.
Furthermore, he acts as the legal representative of the Agency.

Funding

The budget of the EDA is funded by member states contributions. These are based on
each member’s GNI. In 2011, membership contributions amounted to EUR 29,395,341.
The main expenses are staffing costs. Other expenses are functioning expenses, and funds
provided for operational projects and studies. Functioning expenses include in particular
building surveillance services (EUR 1,064,724), office rent (EUR 728,463), and IT
equipment and software (EUR 861,635).  Budgets dedicated to specific projects added up
to EUR 8,476,418. These projects are streamlined towards the four strategies described
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above. The share of each strategy in the project budget is 16% for armaments, 51% for
improving capabilities, 11% for industry and market issues, and 22% for research and
technology.

6.4. EU-LAC Foundation

In the course of the research, another interesting model was found to be the EU-LAC
Foundation. It was created in 2010, and has 61 members including 27 EU countries, 33
countries from the LAC region (Latin America and the Caribbean) and the EU. The
organisation has been registered as a Foundation under the local law of Hamburg in
Germany and funding is currently provided by the EU. The Federal Ministry of Foreign
Affairs carried out the registration process. It employs an executive director and a small
number of staff. However, it has been found that national budget procedures of several
LAC countries prohibit making allocations to pay membership contributions for a
Foundation registered in other countries. Therefore, it has been decided to convert the
Foundation into an International Organisation. An added advantage of an International
Organisation is that staff is exempted from German income taxes and social security
obligations. It is estimated that this will reduce salary costs by about 20 percent.

The process of converting the Foundation into an International Organisation can take a
considerable amount of time, as all member states need to agree on the statutes. The
process of converting the EU-LAC Foundation into an International Organisation is
expected to take close to two years. This process can be shorter, however, if it is properly
managed. In the case of the EU-LAC Foundation, the management of the process was left
to the member states. A first draft of the statutes was drawn up by the LAC members,
which was then submitted to the EU members for their inputs. In a next step, the EU
inputs are returned to the LAC members for further adjustment, to be returned to the EU
members again, at which stage it is assumed that the statutes will have been finalised. A
more effective approach could be to establish a core body that manages the process. It
draws up the draft statutes and then elicits comments and amendments from the member
states which are then processed by the core body into a final version of the statutes.  This
process could imply that the establishment of an International Organisation is preceded
by the establishment of, for example, a Foundation.

6.5. Conclusions

The review of the experiences with the three organisational options shows that an
International Organisation is a very formalised type of organisation with membership
limited to states. On the other hand, costs are reduced because it benefits from tax
privileges. Their staffs have a stronger position at government level. An Association can
be limited in the type of funding it can acquire and has a governance structure involving
a large assembly of members. An Association can have a wider membership than (only)
states. A Foundation can decide to have a smaller more decisive board and has more
extensive funding options. It can also attract private contributions. Foundations and
Associations can both operate more independently from the interests of governments.
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These findings have been taken into account in the cost-benefit analysis presented in the
previous Chapter and are reflected in the scoring in Table 7.

Below financial data for each of the three financial institutions are summarised. The
comparability of the unit cost data are limited by the different types of activities
undertaken by each of these three institutions.

Table 8 - Summary financial data of model institutions

Clingendael
(Foundation)

Bruegel
(International
Association)

EDA
(International
Organisation)

FTEs 57.2 20 82

Staff costs 4,400,000 2,628,840 17,045,000

Total costs 9,600,000 3,717,723 29,898,000

Staff costs/FTE 76,923 131,442 207,865

Total costs/FTE 167,832 185,886 364,610

Source: Ecorys, 2013

The findings with respect to these model institutions have also been used in the next
chapter on Value for Money.
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7. Value for Money

7.1. Introduction

This section of the report examines cost-benefit issues related to the establishment of the
EIP, taking into account the financial analysis presented in the previous chapters. In
particular the question of value for money is addressed. It sets out our approach,
analysis, findings and conclusions.

7.2. Approach

The Cost Benefit Analysis builds on the findings of the financial analysis and the findings
of the comparison of the institutional options for establishing the EIP as a non-EU body.

Those findings can be summarised as follows:

1. Taking a three-year period, the financial costs of establishing and running the EIP
with an establishment of 15 FTEs do not differ significantly between the three
institutional options.

2. The legal form does make a difference in the potential performance of the EIP
relative to a number of the other criteria identified in the SACO report and by the
EP as important.

To move from these findings to clear and concise conclusions on affordability and value
for money, we focused on two questions:

 What is the potential of the EIP for value added creation? and
 Is this potential the same for the three institutional options?

The starting points for the analysis are the findings presented in section 6.1 of the SACO
report where the opportunity costs of not having an EIP are assessed:

Function/Capacity Cost of Non EIP EIP design deliverables  (15
FTE)

Mediation, facilitation and
political dialogue

Very limited options for track 1 ½
engagement with proscribed
actors; EU less likely to play
global pioneering role as
mediation actor

Trusted mediation team,
autonomous but dedicated to
track 1 ½ diplomacy for EEAS
(mediation work, meetings,
round tables etc.)

Deployment Very limited options for
deployment of experts at short
notice

1500 mediation days in the field
(10 staff; for 40% of the time);
mobilisation  at 48 hours’ notice
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Expertise & research Absence of a central repository of
knowledge and advice, lack of
process-oriented advice, lesser
EU visibility in mediation
community

EEAS focussed advice and
continuous information
provision + Gateway for experts
network and research

Financial support to third
party mediation

globally, continued puzzlement
of stakeholders vis-à-vis EU
complexity

None other than through
external expert inputs in EIP
activities

Evaluation & lessons learnt Important lessons-learnt work
not carried out or not available to
inform further training and
engagement

Evaluation focused on integral
effectiveness of Europe’s
mediation performance and
training for EU stakeholders staff
(6x/year)

Forum and advocacy Lesser visibility of EU as a
conflict mediation actor in
Europe and globally

High level Events and
conferences

Source: SACO (2012), section 4.10 for columns 2 and 3; and Ecorys (2013) assumptions for column 3.

In cost-benefit analysis terms, this means that the SACO report has found that the EIP
option has the potential to generate positive benefits when compared to the base case
(zero) option with no EIP.

In the theory and practice of cost-benefit, the definition of the base case is important
because it is the benchmark for project case comparison. The base case (the non-EIP
project situation) is difficult to define because there is no such thing as a non-dynamic
environment. Translated into the EEAS/EP reality this means that one may not assume
that nothing will happen if the EIP is not established as an EU body, and not as a non-EU
body. Some intermediate solution better than the base case but less optimal than EIP
project would eventually emerge.

Thinking along these lines, the following options were considered relevant for a
qualitative – multi-criteria approach – to comparing the costs and benefits of the EIP:

1. The base case: The zero alternative: there is no EIP or substitute

2. EIP as a new organisation
a. International Organisation
b. Foundation
c. Association

3. An intermediate solution: e.g. building on what already exists, creating a
network portal for mediation skills in Europe and beyond
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7.3. Analysis

7.3.1. The base case: no action

The base case represents a continuation of the current practices. The abilities of EEAS for
conflict prevention and mediation are limited but there are of course  contacts with  a
network of civil society organisations, universities, philanthropic foundations, etc. who
employ staff with conflict mediation skills. In this situation EP members rely for
information on their own initiative or briefings by civil society actors. From the
perspective of Europe’s interest and ambitions this situation is not satisfactory (hence the
EIP project).

7.3.2. The EIP as a new organisation

The aim of an EIP would be to give European interests better access to non-governmental
conflict mediation, negotiation and resolution capacity, which can be aligned with
Europe’s ambitions to increase its influence and impact as a force for peace and conflict
resolution in the world

The scope of the European Institute of Peace is to be an organisation which develops
international credibility based on a profile of having an excellent team for independent
conflict mediation and negotiation, with access to key EU policy makers. The EIP is able
to engage with all non-governmental parties in a conflict and thus can start up dialogues
for learning about solutions, which are not accessible through the standard government-
to-government diplomatic channels.

The European Parliament gives an indication of how: "considers the proposal for an
autonomous or semi-autonomous European Institute of Peace with close links to the EU, and
which could contribute to the strengthening conflict prevention and mediation capacities in
Europe, a very promising idea; calls for such and institute to be based on a clearly defined mandate
which avoids duplication of existing governmental and intergovernmental organisations and
which focuses on informal mediation diplomacy and knowledge transfer among and between EU
and independent mediation actors; looks forward to the results of the pilot project on an European
Institute of Peace launched this year; expects to be fully involved in the discussions leading to the
possible creations of such institute".

Translating the above in strategy consulting language the EP provides guidance towards
a 'VRINO' strategy: EIP should create

 Value added, which is:
 Rare – not available elsewhere
 Inimitable – cannot be provided by others
 Non substitutable – impact cannot be delivered through another type of service
 Organisationally feasible

With the aim of highlighting the value added creation potential of the EIP, a strategy
statement for the EIP can be formulated as follows:
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“The European Institute of Peace Foundation/Organisation contributes to strengthening the
conflict prevention and mediation capacities in Europe and increasing the credibility of the EU as
a competent global actor in the pursuit of peace and development. The EIP is an independent
organisation with a privileged –trust based- relationship with EU institutions and provides the
European External Action Service with a unique set of services focused on the rapid deployment of
experts for track 1 ½ diplomacy and targeted research and expert advice for EU specific sensitive
issues” (Ecorys)

Value creation by the EIP as a new organisation: The key assumption here is that an EIP
would increase Europe’s potential for contributing to successful conflict prevention and
conflict resolution. The desired cause-effect relation is that closer European guidance and
coaching of the on-going civil society efforts and more European-interest inspired 1 ½
diplomacy initiatives could in some cases be instrumental in helping avoid the outbreak of
armed conflict or reducing the scope and impact of conflict.

Recent academic research by economists gives some interesting results. Paul Dunne
(2012) from the US Institute for Peace used UN data on cumulative GDP loss in countries
which experience civil war and armed conflict GDP to estimate the cost and benefits of
mediation, facilitation and political dialogue. The results show very high Benefit-Cost
(BC) ratios (>11.2-17.3) for investments in conflict prevention; high ratios (>4.8-7.2) for
conflict resolution; and still respectable BC ratios (2.9-4.5) for post-conflict reconstruction
work. Other papers by the International Peace Research Institute in Oslo and by Andrew
Mack (2012), highlight the health costs and inter-generational legacy of broken
communities as well as the dimension that regime change can be very beneficial but that
the reduction of political violence and in particular civil wars are the central rationale for
the emerging international system of security governance.

In this broader context, the rationale for an EIP as part of an integrated security
architecture is clearly founded.

7.3.3. An intermediate solution: a portal to conflict mediation skills in Europe and beyond

This is a network solution. It builds on what already exists. The Commission would use
Framework contracts and other funding options to bridges some of the current gaps. In
terms of the functionalities and related benefits, this solution would not provide the rapid
deployment and track 1½ diplomacy offer or EIP, but could by and large substitute for
the others. The option of a small organisation with 5 staff members of which the costs are
presented in Chapter 4 would reflect such a network solution.

7.4. The findings on costs and benefits

The SACO study concluded that the creation of an independent European Institute of
Peace could limit the opportunity costs and help fill the capacity gaps. Moreover, the
study underlined that: “Whether the final choice would be a foundation or an international
organisation, the Study, underlines that it depends on how stakeholders will decide to rank the
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respective value of seven institutional appraisal criteria identified: added-value, establishment,
rights and privileges, governance arrangements, funding and legitimacy”.

In this financial appraisal note, these seven criteria are supplemented with an eighth
criterion: the financial costs. Moreover, the potential for creating value-added beyond
what already exists has been analysed for the different options and was found to differ
between the options.

The main finding is that the Foundation and Association forms are better suited to
generating the mediation and rapid deployment functionalities of an EIP, than the
International Organisation form.  If these dimensions are ranked high, then the
Foundation and Association would provide the best value for money.

For the further choice between an Foundation or Association, the analysis is not decisive,.
One could argue that a Foundation has a less complex governance system, and the
executive could thus be more decisive and that might make a difference in smoothness of
operation.

There is a need, however, to determine more specifically the merits of establishing the
EIP as a Foundation. It is recommended therefore, to carry out a further analysis of the
benefits of establishing the EIP as a Foundation vis-à-vis other options, in particular the
networking option and that of an Association. Such an analysis would require
consultations with potential stakeholders, including existing peace negotiation bodies
and individual experts, as well as representatives of states interested in strengthening the
EU’s peace negotiation capacity.
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Table 9 - Multi criteria of costs and benefits

№ Criteria
NO EIP

(base
case)

Building
on what

exists
F A IO Value added content

1
Added value compared to no
EIP

0 +5 +10 +10 +7

1 1,1
Mediation, facilitation and
political dialogue

0 ≈ ++ ++ +
Track 1 ½-only engagement with proscribed actors

2 1,2
Rapid deployment

0 ≈ ++ ++ +
10 member expert roster ready for quick deployment and short
notice process-oriented advice

3 1,3 Expertise & research 0 + + + + Gateway/search engine
4 1,4 Training 0 + + + + Training Orientation Officer to provide advice

5 1,5
Financial support to third party
mediation

0 + + + +
Mediation Funding Expert to provide advice

6 1,6
Evaluation / lessons learnt

0 + ++ ++ +
Repository of lessons-learnt knowledge on mediation and
selective lessons-learning exercises

7 1,7
Forum / advocacy

0 + + + +
High level private and public events engaging EU decision-
makers

8 2 Establishment 0 - -- - -- This assessment reflects SACO study findings

9 3
Rights and privileges

0 ≈ ≈ ≈ +
An observer status of EIP in relevant UN fora gives
advantages

10 4 Governance (complexity) 0 ≈ - -- -- Foundations have the advantage in terms of decisiveness

11 5
Funding (fund raising)

0 - -- -- -
All three difficult, but track  1 ½ dedication should justify
core funding

12 6
Location  Brussels vs member
state

0 ≈ + + +
Proximity helps to build trust and involvement of EU, EP
and MS
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13 7
Operating costs

0 - -- -- --
IO operating costs are only marginally lower than F&A
OC.

Sum
2-7

0 -3 -6 -6 -5

8 Legitimacy 0 +1 0 -1 +2

14 8,1
For proscribed actors/conflict
parties

0 + + + ++
An IO carries more weight; F&A need more effort to build
credibility

15 8,2
For European NGOs working in
the field

0 ≈ - -- ≈
Overcoming existing distrust will take efforts ( and thus a cost)

Total
score

All criteria equal weight 0 3 4 3 4
Criteria mediation 7x 0 5 16 15 10

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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Explanations to the table

Table 9 provides a qualitative multi-criteria approach to the costs and benefits of EIP.

The table sets out the most relevant criteria including:
 № 1-7: the seven elements of value creation (the opportunity costs of  the non-EIP

case)
 № 8-12: The criteria: establishment, rights and privileges, governance, funding,

and location
 № 13: the financial costs ( establishment plus operating costs); and
 № 14-15: two aspects of legitimacy.

The table provides qualitative scores to the criteria for the base case, intermediate case
(building on what exists) and the three institutional options: Foundation, Association and
International Organisation.

The scores are all set in relation to the base case which for all criteria has been given a 0
(zero) value.

The scoring scale reads as follows:
 ≈ = no significant change compared to the base case
 + = value creation potential compared to the base case
 ++ = significant value creation potential compared to the base case
 - = cost involved compared to the base case
 --= significant costs involved compared to the base case

The overall score is derived by adding up the plusses and minuses. This can be done with
or without differentiation in the weighting of the various factors.

The table shows the basic results of the Cost Benefit assessment, in which all criteria
elements identified are given equal weight. This is given the name scenario 1. The
outcome for scenario 1 is that there is little to differentiate between the alternatives
including the intermediate solution of building on what already exists.

The outcome changes if one uses the VRINO framework and attaches more weight to the
unique value creation potential elements of the EIP such as the 1 ½-track diplomacy
ability or the rapid deployment capacity of experts.  The scenario 2 row (the last row in
the table) shows that the Foundation and Association perform best against the criteria.

If the 1 ½ track diplomacy ability, the rapid deployment capacity of experts and lessons
learned elements are considered the most important justification for establishing EIP as a
separate institution, the International Organisation option gives lower overall benefits.
The reason is that the interviews conducted for this study confirmed the views expressed
in the SACO report that the IO staff would face more policy restrictions than Foundation
staff for in engaging in conflict prevention and conflict mediation/resolution activities
and rapid deployment tasks.
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a) The findings on affordability

1. The establishment and first three years of operation of an EIP with a staff
establishment of 10 professional mediators and 5 support staff will require
funding of approximately € 9.0 million.

2. To perform in line with expectations and its value creation potential the new
institution will need to attract very good people. They may be honoured and
challenged by the opportunity but to make it affordable for them to do would
require a certain degree of contract security for at least two years. This suggests
that € 4 million of funding needs to be secured at establishment. Either by an
endowment or by a contribution agreement.

3. The question whether it is realistic to assume that the stakeholders are willing to
provide such money was not covered in the technical specification drawn up for
this financial note.

b) The findings on value for money

The findings on the costs and benefits of establishing EIP as a new organisation are
clear enough to conclude that the value for money is in principle positive and would
be highest for the Foundation and Association variants.
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Appendix I: Applied Methodology

Similar institutions to a possible EIP were contacted (see Table 1) to obtain reliable cost
estimates. These institutions take different organisational forms. This allows drawing
conclusions about differences between establishment and operating costs of the
organisational forms applicable to an EIP.

Source: Ecorys, 2013

Contact details were found on the webpages of these institutions. An email enquiry
explaining the purpose of this study and indicating the desired type of information was
sent. A letter of cooperation issued by the client was attached to the email. Out of the ten
contacted organisations, seven replied. Once a recipient has responded a follow-up
telephone interview was organized to specify data requirements and obtain relevant
information.

Information on the Civil Society Dialogue Network and the European Endowment for
Democracy Institute could not be presented because of lack of response from the
responsible representatives. .

Organisation Contact Person Email
Response

Phone
Interview

Bruegel Sarah Roblain Y N
Matt Dann Y Y

European Endowment
for Democracy

Sandra Breka Y N

Alexander Graf
Lambsdorff

N N

Clingendael Ko Colijn Y N
Jos Koesters Y Y

European Peace Building
Liaison Office (EPLO)

Catherine Woollard Y N

European Institute of
Security Studies

Denise Lamps Y Y

Antonio Missirole Y Y
Anna Lindh Foundation Paul Walton N N
Asia-Europe Foundation Karsten Warnecke N N
EU-LAC Foundation Bettina Trueb Y Y

Valdez Carrillo N N
European Defence
Agency (EDA)

Konstantinos Gouras Y Y

European University
Institute

Marise Cremona N N
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In addition to information obtained through interviews and directly from the contact
person, annual reports were analysed. Particularly, this was done for the model
institutions presented in the chapter 3. Reports of the European Defence Agency and
Bruegel were particularly useful since they provide detailed financial statements and
project funding.

Throughout the process of gathering necessary data to perform the analysis the client
was consulted and informed about progress.
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Appendix II: Detailed Cost Estimates

Basic Scenario

Table A.II.1: Annual operational costs of EIP (basic scenario)

IO Foundation/Association

Number%
Unit
costs

Amount Sub-totals % Number%
Unit
costs

Amount Sub-totals %

Employee expenses
-Basic salaries (number of staff) 15 72,000 1,080,000 15 90,000 1,350,000
-Staff social protection (% of basic
salary)

28% 302,400 33% 445,500

-Allowances (% of basic salary) 5% 54,000
0 1,436,400 51.8 1,795,500 57.4

Building costs
-Office rent (m2) 375 250 93,750 375 250 93,750
-Cleaning and maintenance  (% of total
building costs)

20% 31,250 20% 31,250

-Utilities (% of total building costs) 10% 15,625 10% 15,625
-Surveillance (% of total building costs) 8% 11,719 8% 11,719
-Insurances (% of total building costs) 2.50% 3,906 2.50% 3,906
Sub-total 156,250 6.5 156,250 5.7

IT  and furniture
-Rent of photo copiers and paper charge 2 8,000 16,000 2 8,000 16,000
-Telecom expenses 15 1000 15,000 15 1000 15,000
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-Software 15 350 5,250 15 350 5,250
-Equipment maintenance 15 500 7,500 15 500 7,500
-office furniture 15 250 3,750 15 250 3,750
Sub-total 47,500 1.7 47,500 1.5

Other costs
-Costs of board (expenses for attending
meetings)

6 6000 36,000 6 6000 36,000

-Translation services 10,000 10,000
-Representational expenses (nr. of staff) 15 1000 15,000 15 1000 15,000
-Internal meetings 50 75 3,750 50 75 3,750
-Documentation (nr. of staff) 15 1000 15,000 15 1000 15,000
-Office supplies (nr. of staff) 15 1000 15,000 15 1000 15,000
-Postal & delivery expenses (nr. of staff) 15 1000 15,000 15 1000 15,000
-Insurances (nr. of staff) 15 750 11,250 15 750 11,250
-Audit expenses 8,000 8,000
-Transport (1 lease car) (months) 12 1000 12,000 12 1000 12,000
-Depreciation (percentage of IT and
furniture)

15% 15,023 15% 15,023

Sub-total 156,023 5.6 156,023 5.0
Events and activities
- Deployment in days (per diem incl risk
bonus)

1500 250 375,000 1500 250 375,000

-International travel of staff (missions) 50 2500 125,000 50 2500 125,000
-Security insurance for international
travel (missions)

50 500 25,000 50 500 25,000
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-Training (number) 6 25000 150,000 6 25000 150,000
-Consultants and external research(MM) 15 20000 300,000 15 20000 300,000
Sub-total 975,000 25.0 975,000 31.1

Total 2,771,173 100.0 3,130,273 100.0
Operating costs net of events and
activities

1,796,173 2,155,273

Source: Ecorys, 2013

Alternative 1

Table A.II.2: Costs of establishment of EIP with 10 employees

IO Foundation/Association

Number/% Unit costs Amount Number/% Unit costs Amount

Legal costs 12 20000 240,000 50,000
Fitting out premises (partitioning, etc.) 250 150 37,500 250 150 37,500
Recruitment of CEO/Director 1 30,000 30,000 1 30,000 30,000
Recruitment of staff 9 1,000 9,000 9 1,000 9,000
IT system 49,150 49,150
Furniture 37,750 37,750
Other office establishment costs 25,000 25,000
Office supplies 25,000 25,000
Total establishment costs 453,400 263,400

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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Table A.II.3: Annual operational costs of EIP with 10 employees

IO Foundation/Association

Number
%

Unit
costs Amount Sub-

totals % Number
% Unit costs Amount Sub-totals %

Employee expenses
-Basic salaries (number of staff) 10 72,000 720,000 10 90,000 900,000
-Staff social protection (% of basic salary) 28% 201,600 33% 297,000
-Allowances (% of basic salary) 5% 360,00
Sub-total 0 957,600 49.9 1,197,000 55.5

Building costs
-Office rent (m2) (60% of total building costs) 250 250 62,500 250 250 62,500
-Cleaning and maintenance  (% of total building
costs)

20% 20,833 20% 20,833

-Utilities (% of total building costs) 10% 10,417 10% 10,417
-Surveillance (% of total building costs) 8% 7,813 8% 7,813
-Insurances (% of total building costs) 2.50% 2,604 2.50% 2,604
Sub-total 104,167 5.4 104,167 4.8

IT  and furniture
-Rent of photo copiers and paper charge 2 8,000 16,000 2 8,000 16,000
-Telecom expenses 10 1,000 10,000 10 1,000 10,000
-Software 10 350 3,500 10 350 3,500
-Equipment maintenance 10 500 5,000 10 500 5,000
-office furniture 10 250 2,500 10 250 2,500
Sub-total 37,000 1.9 37,000 1.7
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Other costs
-Costs of board (expenses for attending meetings) 6 6,000 36,000 6 6,000 36,000
-Translation services 10,000 10,000
-Representational expenses (nr. of staff) 10 1,000 10,000 10 1,000 10,000
-Internal meetings 50 75 3,750 50 75 3,750
-Documentation (nr. of staff) 10 1,000 10,000 10 1,000 10,000
-Office supplies (nr. of staff) 10 1,000 10,000 10 1,000 10,000
-Postal & delivery expenses (nr. of staff) 10 1,000 10,000 10 1,000 10,000
-Insurances (nr. of staff) 10 750 7,500 10 750 7,500
-Audit expenses 8,000 8,000
-Transport (1 lease car) (months) 12 1,000 12,000 12 1,000 12,000
-Depreciation (percentage of IT and furniture) 15% 13,035 15% 13,035
Sub-total 130,285 6.8 130,285 6.0

Events and activities
- Deployment in days (per diem incl risk bonus) 1000 250 250,000 1000 250 250,000
-International travel of staff (missions) 30 2,500 75,000 30 2,500 750,00
-Security insurance for international travel
(missions)

30 500 15,000 30 500 150,00

-Training (number) 6 25,000 150,000 6 25,000 150,000
-Consultants and external research(MM) 10 20,000 200,000 10 20,000 200,000
Sub-total 690,000 36.0 690,000 32.0

Total 1,919,052 100.0 2,158,452 100.0
Operating costs net of events and activities 1,229,052 1,472,202

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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Alternative 2

Table A.II.4: Costs of establishment of EIP with 5 employees

International Organisation Foundation/Association

Number/% Unit costs Amount Number/% Unit costs Amount
Legal costs 12 20000 240,000 50,000
Fitting out premises (partitioning, etc.) 125 150 18,750 125 150 18,750
Recruitment of CEO/Director 1 30000 10,000 1 30000 10,000
Recruitment of staff 4 1000 4,000 4 1000 4,000
IT system 40,400 85,550
Furniture 30,750 30,750
Other office establishment costs 25,000 25,000
Office supplies 12,500 12,500
Total establishment costs 401,400 211.400

Source: Ecorys, 2013

Table A.II.5: Annual operational costs with 5 employees

IO Foundation/Association
Number/

%
Unit
costs Amount Sub-

totals % Number/
%

Unit
costs Amount Sub-

totals %

Employee expenses

-Basic salaries (number of staff) 5 72000 360,000 5 90000 450,000

-Staff social protection (% of basic salary) 28% 100,800 33% 148,500
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-Allowances (% of basic salary) 5% 18,000

Sub-total 0 478,800 44.7 598,500 50.3

Building costs

-Office rent (m2) (60% of total building
costs)

125 250 31,250 125 250 31,250

-Cleaning and maintenance  (% of total
building costs)

20% 10,417 20% 10,417

-Utilities (% of total building costs) 10% 5,208 10% 5,208

-Surveillance (% of total building costs) 8% 3,906 8% 3,906

-Insurances (% of total building costs) 2.50% 1,302 2.50% 1,302

Sub-total 52,083 4.9 52,083 4.4

IT  and furniture

-Rent of photo copiers and paper charge 1 8000 8,000 1 8000 8,000

-Telecom expenses 5 1000 5,000 5 1000 5,000

-Software 5 350 1,750 5 350 1,750

-Equipment maintenance 5 500 2,500 5 500 2,500

-office furniture 5 250 1,250 5 250 1,250

Sub-total 18,500 1.7 18,500 1.6

Other costs

-Costs of board (expenses for attending
meetings)

6 6000 36,000 6 6000 36,000

-Translation services 10,000 10,000

-Representational expenses (nr. of staff) 5 1000 5,000 5 1000 5,000
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-Internal meetings 50 25 1,250 50 25 1,250

-Documentation (nr. of staff) 5 1000 5,000 5 1000 5,000

-Office supplies (nr. of staff) 5 1000 5,000 5 1000 5,000

-Postal & delivery expenses (nr. of staff) 5 1000 5,000 5 1000 5,000

-Insurances (nr. of staff) 5 750 3,750 5 600 3,750

-Audit expenses 8,000 8,000

-Transport (1 lease car) (months) 12 1000 12,000 12 1000 12,000

-Depreciation (percentage of IT and
furniture)

15% 10,672 15% 10,672

Sub-total 101,672 9.5 101,672 8.5
Events and activities
- Deployment in days (per diem incl risk
bonus EUR 250 per day)

500 250 125,000 500 250 125,000

-International travel of staff (missions) 15 2500 37,500 15 2500 37,500
-Security insurance for international travel
(missions)

15 500 7,500 15 500 7,500

-Training (number) 6 25000 150,000 6 25000 150,000

-Consultants and external research(MM) 5 20000 100,000 5 20000 100,000

Sub-total 420,000 39.2 420,000 35.3

Total 1,071,056 100.0 1,190,756 100.0

Operating costs net of events and activities 651,056 778,256
Source: Ecorys, 2013
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Appendix III: Establishment costs of IT and Furniture

Table A.III.1 IT costs, 15 employees (in Euro)

Description Number
Unit
costs

Amount

PCs plus software licenses 15 1000 15000
Server 1 5000 5000
Switch 1 500 500
AC for sever space 1 1000 1000
UPC battery 1 1500 1500
Case for server 1 800 800
Pinter’s/photocopiers (installation
charge)

2 2500 5000

Web site development (hours) 160 100 16000
Television/video conference 1 4500 4500
Beamer plus screen 1 350 350
Telephones 15 250 3750
Telephone switch 1 2000 2000
Total 55400

Source: Ecorys, 2013

Table A.III.2 Furniture costs 15 employees (in Euro)

Description Number
Unit
costs

Amount

Desks 15 750 11250
Chairs 15 400 6000
Table for meeting room 1 2500 2500
Chairs for meeting room 25 250 6250
Cabinets 15 250 3750
Other furniture 15000
Total 44750

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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Table A.III.3 IT costs 10 employees (in Euro)

Description Number
Unit
costs

Amount

PCs plus software licenses 10 1000 10000
Server 1 5000 5000
Switch 1 500 500
AC for sever space 1 1000 1000
UPC battery 1 1500 1500
Case for server 1 800 800
Pinter’s/photocopiers (installation
charge)

2 2500 5000

Web site development (hours) 160 100 16000
Television/video conference 1 4500 4500
Beamer plus screen 1 350 350
Telephones 10 250 2500
Telephone switch 1 2000 2000
Total 49150

Source: Ecorys, 2013

Table A.III.4 Furniture costs 10 employees (in Euro)

Description Number
Unit
costs

Amount

Desks 10 750 7500
Chairs 10 400 4000
Table for meeting room 1 2500 2500
Chairs for meeting room 25 250 6250
Desk cabinets 10 250 2500
Other furniture 15000
Total 37750

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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Table A.III.5 IT costs 5 employees (in Euro)

Description Number
Unit
costs

Amount

PCs plus software licenses 5 1000 5000
Server 1 5000 5000
Switch 1 500 500
AC for sever space 1 1000 1000
UPC battery 1 1500 1500
Case for server 1 800 800
Pinter’s/photocopiers (installation
charge)

1 2500 2500

Web site development (hours) 160 100 16000
Television/video conference 1 4500 4500
Beamer plus screen 1 350 350
Telephones 5 250 1250
Telephone switch 1 2000 2000
Total 40400

Source: Ecorys, 2013

Table A.III.6 Furniture costs 5 employees (in Euro)

Description Number
Unit
costs

Amount

Desks 5 750 3750
Chairs 5 400 2000
Table for meeting room 1 2500 2500
Chairs for meeting room 25 250 6250
Cabinets 5 250 1250
Other furniture 15000
Total 30750

Source: Ecorys, 2013
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